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The theory of transport in highly inhomogeneous systems, developed recently by Pozhar and
Gubbins, and the nonequilibrium molecular dynamics~NEMD! technique are employed to study the
viscosity of WCA fluids confined in narrow slit pores of width 5.1 and 20s at reduced densities
rs3 of 0.422–0.713. Calculated quantities include the equilibrium and nonequilibrium density
profiles, equilibrium pair correlation functions, flow velocity profiles, and the viscosity profiles.
NEMD simulation results are compared with the theoretical predictions. The agreement is good
except for the region within one molecular diameter from the walls. The viscosity was found to vary
with position across the pore. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50911-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much progress in the last decade in
derstanding the equilibrium properties~adsorption, phase
transitions, isosteric heats, solvation forces, etc.! of fluids
confined in narrow pores; much of the advance has der
from the application of density functional theory and m
lecular simulation applied to model fluid/pore systems. Mu
less work has been reported on transport processes in
confined systems.1–3 From the experience with equilibrium
properties, we might anticipate that approaches based
continuum hydrodynamics, or on bulk-phase kinetic eq
tions plus boundary conditions, are likely to break down
micro- and meso-pores. A molecular understanding of fl
flow near solid surfaces and in pores is needed to unders
the mechanisms involved in lubrication, pressure driven fl
in porous media~e.g., in tertiary oil recovery!, friction, and
spreading. Davis4,5 developed a kinetic theory of transport
inhomogeneous fluids by extending the revised Ens
theory, but obtained transport coefficients only for the c
of a local equilibrium velocity distribution, with inhomoge
neity in one direction; his theory involved anad hocapproxi-
mation, namely the replacement of the pair correlation fu
tion for the inhomogeneous fluid by the correspond
function for the homogeneous fluid at a certain smooth
density. Pozhar and Gubbins1,2 have recently presented
more rigorous theory for transport in inhomogeneous flui
which is a generalization of the modified Enskog theory
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Sung and Dahler6 for homogeneous fluids. This theory
which treats an atomic fluid in which the pair potentials a
made up of a hard core and a soft part, relies on the
moment approximation and neglects dynamic memory
fects ~particularly repeated core collisions!, as in the Sung–
Dahler theory. Based on experience with homogene
fluids, it seems reasonable to hope that these approxima
would not lead to large errors. The resulting equations
tractable, and relate local values of the transport coefficie
to integrals over theequilibrium inhomogeneous fluid single
and pair correlation functions; only the pair correlation fun
tion at core contact is needed. The transport coefficient
pressions are nonlocal, since the value of the coefficien
some pointz, say, involves the density and pair correlatio
function at other nearby locations. These equations have
yet been tested.

The purpose of this paper is to report a nonequilibriu
molecular dynamics~NEMD! study of planar Poiseuille flow
in model slit pores, together with a test of the Pozha
Gubbins theory. In particular, we study how the viscos
varies in the vicinity of the pore wall due to confinemen
Davis and co-workers7–10 have previously reported NEMD
results for flow in pores, but did not obtain local viscositie
In Sec. II we briefly summarize the model used for the flu
and pore. The theoretical equations and simulation meth
are described in Sec. III. Results are presented and discu
in Sec. IV, and conclusions made in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

Both the fluid–fluid and fluid-wall interactions are mod
eled with the Weeks–Chandler–Andersen~WCA! repulsive
potential,

f~r !54eF S s

r D
12

2S s

r D
6G1e, r,21/6s

50, r>21/6s. ~1!
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4685Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
We take the fluid–fluid and fluid-wall potential parameters
be the same, and in what follows we set thes ande param-
eters equal to unity. The atomic mass is also set equa
unity.

The fluid was confined between parallel, structur
walls. Two pore widths were studied,H55.1 andH520 in
units of s. Pore width was defined as the distance betw
the two planes through the centers of the surface laye
wall atoms for the opposing walls~see Fig. 1!. Each wall
consisted of three layers of atoms arranged in a fcc lat
structure; there were 72 atoms per layer forH55.1 ~a total of
216 wall atoms!, and 18 atoms per layer forH520 ~54 wall
atoms total!.

In the theoretical calculations~and the simulations
needed to obtain the equilibrium correlation functions! the
wall atoms were fixed in space, since the theory was de
oped for this case. In the NEMD simulations, however,
wall atoms were tethered to lattice sites by a simple h
monic potential. This restoring potential is applied to ea
atom, and is that suggested by Powleset al.,11

fTi~r !5
1

2
K~r i2r ei!

2, ~2!

wherer i andr ei are the instantaneous and equilibrium po
tions of wall atomi , andK is a spring constant. A possibl
problem with such a restoring potential is that fluid press
can cause an increase in pore width,12 so that the pore width
and volume can vary with the flow rate. In order to avoid th
problem we have developed13 a constraining mechanism
based on Gauss’ principle of least constraint,14 which keeps

FIG. 1. Slit pore geometry used in simulation studies.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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thez coordinate~z is the direction normal to the wall! of the
center of mass of each of the atomic wall layers consta
Since the steady-state Poiseuille flow produces viscous h
we thermostat the walls by a method that also invok
Gauss’ principle of least constraint. The excess heat is
moved from the fluid by heat conduction to the thermostat
walls. The technique is well known and described in de
elsewhere.13,14The wall temperature was fixed atTw50.722.

III. METHODS

A. Theory

The final expression for the viscosity coefficient in th
Pozhar–Gubbins theory2 has a simple and tractable structur

hslit* ~z!54pn* ~z!th* ~z!~11pb* 0~z!!2

1~16/5!pb* 0~z!n* ~z!. ~3!

Here hslit* (z)5hslit(z)/h is the reduced local viscosity
h5~5/16s2!~m/pb!1/2 is the viscosity of a dilute hard spher
gas,b51/(kBT), m is the mass of a fluid molecule,s is the
hard-core diameter,n* (z)5n(z)s3 is the equilibrium re-
duced number density, and

th* ~z!5@2p~n* ~z!11/3n1* ~z!1&n2* ~z!!#21, ~4!

b* 0~z!5E
0

p

sin3 u cos2 un* ~z2s cosu!

3g~z,z2s cosu!du, ~5!

n* ~z!5E
0

p

sin un* ~z2s cosu!g~z,z2s cosu!du,

~6!

n1* ~z!5E
0

p

sin u@n* ~z2s cosu!2n* ~z!#

3g~z,z2s cosu!du, ~7!

n2* ~z!5E
0

p

sin unw* ~z2s1w cosu!

3gw~z,z2s1w cosu!du, ~8!

where g~z,z2s cosu! is the equilibrium pair correlation
function contact value,z is the coordinate in the direction
orthogonal to the pore wall, andu is the angle between th
intermolecular vector and the positivez direction; nw* (z),
gw~z,z2s1w cosu!, ands1w are the equilibrium wall mol-
ecule number density, the fluid-wall pair correlation functi
contact value, and the hard core diameter for a fluid molec
in contact with the wall, respectively.

In the following we will omit the notation ‘‘* ’’, assum-
ing all quantities in use are reduced.

The viscosity coefficients can be calculated immediat
provided the equilibrium number densityn(z), the equilib-
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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TABLE I. Parameters for MD simulations.

Simulation box sizes Pore
width,
H

Fluid av.
number

density,nav
f

Wall av.
number

density,nav
w

Temperature
T

Number of
fluid mol.,

Nf

Number of
wall mol.,

Nw
L LX5LY

8.2836 12.635 5.1 0.442 0.85 0.729 360 216
8.8624 11.622 5.1 0.522 0.85 0.755 360 216
9.4412 10.82 5.1 0.603 0.85 0.958 360 216
22.6692 6.8196 20 0.523 0.87 1.382 486 54
23.1546 6.2732 20 0.618 0.87 1.254 486 54
23.6398 5.84 20 0.713 0.87 1.179 486 54
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rium pair correlation function contact valueg~z,z2s cosu!,
and the hard-core diameter are known for the composite
tential:

f5fH1fsoft, ~9!

wherefH andfsoft denote hard core repulsive and soft a
tractive contributions, respectively.

In order to check these theoretical results we need
calculate the contact values of the equilibrium inhomo
neous pair correlation function as a function of two va
ables,z andu. To collect the proper statistics for inhomog
neous distribution function evaluation we need to simul
the system with a large number of molecules for a long ti
period.

B. Equilibrium MD simulation method

In order to determine the density profiles and pair cor
lation functions needed in the theory, we carried out equi
rium MD simulations for a system of WCA atoms confine
by parallel walls. Pore widths were taken to be 5.1 and
fluid atomic diameters~s! apart. We performed simulation
for three different average number densities for each p
size. The average fluid density is defined as

nav
f 5Nf /Vf , ~10!

whereNf is the number of fluid atoms andVf is the volume
of the fluid, Vf5H3LX3LY. HereH is the pore width,
defined as the distance between the surface layer of the
ecules of the upper wall and the first layer of the molecu
of the lower wall.LX,LY are the sizes of the simulation bo
in the x andy directions. For the calculation of the avera
wall density we used the expression

nav
w5Nw /Vw , ~11!

whereNw is the number of wall molecules,Vw is the wall
volume,Vw5(L2H)3LX3LY/2, andL denotes the size o
the simulation box in thez direction. The simulation param
eters are summarized in Table I.

For the MD simulations we used Verlet’s leapfro
algorithm15 to solve the equations of motion with a time st
of 831023. The periodic boundary conditions were appli
in two directions:x and y. We discarded the first 50 00
equilibrium MD time steps and then performed equilibriu
MD for 950 000 time steps. The density profile was calc
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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FIG. 2. Comparison of theory~solid lines! and NEMD results~dashed lines
and points! for a pore of reduced widthH55.1, average reduced densit
nav50.442, and average reduced temperatureT50.729:~a! velocity profiles;
~b! velocity profiles after matching theoretical values to NEMD at mi
channel~see text!; ~c! strain rates.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4687Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
lated by dividing the pore into bins of widthDz along thez
axis, and accumulating a histogram of the number of m
ecules,Ni , in each bin.

In calculating the pair correlation functiong~z,z
2s cosu! needed in Eqs.~5!–~8!, we used the assumptio
that the molecules have collided if the distance between th
is less than 1.0005sd , wheresd is a hard-core diameter. T
choose the hard-core diameters one can use the Weeks
Chandler, and Anderson~WCA!16 or Barker and Henderso
~BH!17 methods. The WCA method supplies a hard-core
ameter,sWCA , which depends on the equilibrium numb
density and temperature of the fluid, whereas the BH pro
dure yieldssBH which depends only on temperature. The B
choice of hard-core diameter is much more attractive for
homogeneous fluids, becausesBH does not depend on th
density of the fluid. Making this choice we do not need
calculates for each local value ofn(z), as in the case o
sWCA .

In this paper we present results for the viscosity coe
cient calculation with the use ofsBH . The hard-core diam-
etersBH was obtained numerically from the expression

sBH5E
0

rm
$12exp@2bf~z!#%dz, ~12!

where rm521/6s, andf(z) is the WCA potential. For our
models5s1w5sBH .

We mention one more problem complicating the ac
rate calculation of the pair correlation function contact val
This arises from the uncertainty of the position in the pore
the contact molecule. Thez position of such molecules i
defined asz2s cosu. However, because of the histogra
method used, the error in definingz2s cosu can be up to
Dz2sDu. Such errors can be reduced by using a large nu
ber of time steps. Ideally, if one molecule belongs to thei th
bin onz, then another one from the collision pair must ha
as itsz position:

z5zi2s cosu j , ~13!

wherezi is the center of thei th bin anduj gives the center of
the j th bin. To test the statistics we defined the position
the contact molecule in two different ways. One of them w
direct, using~13!. Another was to accumulatez positions of
the contact molecules during simulations, and then to a
age over the number of contact molecules and the numbe
time steps. Thus, we found the optimal number of time st
is 950 000. Also, to improve the accuracy of theg~z,z
2s cosu! calculation we averaged the results over both e
of the simulation box, as the two walls are independent.

The fluid pair correlation function at ‘‘contact’’ was ca
culated using the histogram method, and~for sufficiently
smallDz andDu! is given by

g~z,z2s cosu!52^N12&/~n~z!n~z2s cosu!V1V2!,
~14!

whereV1 is the volume of the bin centered atz, V2 is the
volume occupied by the bin containing collision partners
molecule 1 at angles betweenu andu1du, and^N12& is the
average number of contact molecules, one of which lies
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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the bin atz, and the other in the bin corresponding to conta
and angleu. The calculation ofV2 is tedious but straightfor-
ward. Care must be taken to distinguish the casesu<p/2,
u.p/2, u1Du.p/2. In our simulations we usedDz50.1 and
Du50.01.

Although there exists a variety of contributions to th
viscosity due to the presence of walls, the main contribut
is that fromn2(z). As follows from Eq.~8!, this contribution
is proportional to

E
0

p

sin unw~z2s1w cosu!gw~z,z2s1w cosu!du

and is nonzero only for distancesl from the walls of about
s1w or less. However, for separationsl;s1w the values of
n2(z) can differ significantly from those forl.s1w. Since
both functionsnw~z2s1w cosu! andgw~z,z2s1w cosu! are
positive, the values ofth(z) at l5s1w could be smaller than
those atl.s1w. This could lead to a decrease of viscositi
at distancesl;s1w from the walls. Thus, we cannot negle
the term n2(z). To obtain this term we calculate
gw~z,z2s1w cosu! using

gw~z,z2s1w cosu!

52^Nwf&/~n~z!nw~z2s1w cosu!V1V2!. ~15!

Here ^Nwf& is the average number of pairs of contacti
molecules, one of which is a fluid molecule from the bin
width Dz centered atz, and the other is a wall molecule; th
angle betweenr 12 and the positivez direction lies in the
range@u;u1Du#, n(z) is the fluid number density atz, and
nw~z2s1w cosu! corresponds to the wall number density.

All integrals in Eqs.~5!–~8! were computed using the
composite trapezoid rule.18

C. NEMD method

In addition to the theory above, the fluid viscosity w
also calculated directly by NEMD simulations of a fluid u
dergoing planar Poiseuille flow for channels of widthH55.1
and H520.0. In a previous paper13 it was shown that the
shear stress for a nonequilibrium fluid under simulated p
nar Poiseuille flow may be determined by either the so-ca
method of planes~MOP! technique, or the statistically supe
rior mesoscopic route of directly integrating the momentu
continuity equation of hydrodynamics~which we call the
IMC technique!. For the simulations performed in this work
we used the IMC technique to calculate the shear stress@i.e.,
2Pxz(z)#. For the geometry employed in the simulation, t
local viscosity is defined by the expression,

h~z!5 lim
Fe→0

2
^Pxz~z!&

g~z!
, ~16!

where^•••& denotes ensemble or time average, andg(z) is the
strain rate given by

g~z!5
]ux~z!

]z
. ~17!
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4688 Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
Here ux(z) is the streaming velocity of the fluid in thex
direction, which is assumed to be quadratic.13 In the IMC
method,^Pxz(z)& is given as

^Pxz~z!&5FeE
0

z

dz8n~z8!, ~18!

whereFe is the driving force field~in the x direction! and
n(z8) is the number density of the fluid.

The value of the spring constant in Eq.~2! for the restor-
ing potential for wall atoms was taken to beK5160. This
value was arrived at by trial. IfK is much smaller than 160
fluid molecules can penetrate the wall, while if it is signi
cantly larger momentum exchange with the wall becom
poor, and the fluid heats up too much.

FIG. 3. As for Fig. 2 but atnav50.522,T50.755.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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The simulation cell was periodic in all three dimension
There was only one three layer wall per simulation cell. T
second wall is the periodic image of the first wall. This p
riodicity also ensures that the total density of the syst
remains constant. The simulations were performed usin
fifth order Gear predictor-corrector scheme with an integr
ing timestep oft50.001. Simulations were carried out fo
the two pore widths, each at three different system densi
where the fluid and wall densities are defined by Eqs.~10!
and~11!. The simulation parameters are given in Table I, a
all simulations were run at a constant wall temperature
0.722. For each pore width and each density, a set of
independent simulations of 100 000 timesteps each was
ried out and averages taken of the quantities of interest.
further details of the simulation techniques used, and

FIG. 4. As for Fig. 2 but atnav50.603,T50.958.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4689Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
FIG. 5. Comparison of theory~solid lines! and NEMD results~dashed lines! for a pore of reduced widthH520, average reduced densitynav50.5225 and
reduced temperatureT51.382, showing reduced viscosity and density profiles across the pore.
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equations of motion solved, the reader is referred to Ref.
We note here that the NEMD viscosities calculated n

the center of the pores need to be interpreted cautiou
Clearly, as the pore center is approached bothPxz and
g(z)→0, which leads to increasing uncertainty inh(z), even
if the statistics are reasonably good. Even slight fluctuati
can lead to exaggerated values ofh(z) in the central pore
regions. This uncertainty can of course be reduced, but
eliminated, by performing larger simulations to improve t
statistics.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of the NEMD sim
lations and theoretical calculations, and compare the two
of results. Such comparisons are not completely straight
ward. The theoretical expression for the local viscosity is
a fluid close to the equilibrium state, with small temperatu
gradients; the viscosity extracted from the NEMD simulati
is for a flowing fluid with finite density and temperatur
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4690 Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
FIG. 6. As for Fig. 5, but fornav50.6175,T51.254.
n
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e
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gradients. We note that, for a given pore widthH, the shear
viscosity is a complex function of temperature, density a
strain rate,

^Pxz~r !&52E dr8h~r ,r2r 8;T~r !,r~r !!g~r 8!. ~19!

We do not have sufficient information to calculate this v
cosity kernel in our NEMD simulations. For Poiseuille flo
in a parallel slit pore it is therefore convenient to define
effective viscosityh(z):

h~z!52
^Pxz&
g~z!

. ~20!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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Both Pxz(z) and g(z) obviously depend on the pressu
head, but in the small strain limith(z) should be independen
of the pressure head.

For this fixed flow geometryh(z) is convenient for com-
parison purposes. However, because it ignores the full sp
convolution given in Eq.~19!, we cannot expecth(z) to be
useful for comparisons of the viscosity with flows of th
same fluid in different geometries~e.g., cylindrical pores!.

In Figs. 2–4 we compare the streaming velocity profi
and strain rates obtained from NEMD and theory, for s
pores ofH55.1 for three different mean densities in th
pore. The results are given for values of the reduced exte
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4691Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
FIG. 7. As for Fig. 5, but fornav50.7125,T51.179.
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field that are close to zero;Fe50.02, 0.03, and 0.07 in Figs
2, 3, and 4, respectively. The theoretical flow velocity p
files were obtained in the following fashion. Equation~18!
was used to compute the shear stress as a function ofz from
a number density profile obtained from equilibrium MD.
the zero field~Fe→0! limit, induced changes to the numbe
density do not affect the shear stress. The shear stres
obtained is essentially exact, in that the only errors re
from errors in the equilibrium number density. This numb
density can be obtained to arbitrary accuracy from MD
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,

Downloaded¬02¬Oct¬2005¬to¬141.217.4.72.¬Redistribution¬subject¬t
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experiment. We note that in the small field limit, both th
temperature and the density gradients vary asg2.

Once the theoretical shear stress is known we subst
the theoreticalh(z) values calculated from Eq.~3! into the
constitutive Eq.~16!, and solve for the strain rate]ux/]z[g.
It is a trivial matter to finally integrate~17! to obtain the
streaming velocity profile,ux(z); it is assumed that
ux(6L)50. A comparison of the theoretical and NEMD ve
locity profiles so obtained is given in part~a! of Figs. 2–4. In
these figures we immediately see that the theoretical velo
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4692 Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
FIG. 8. As for Fig. 5, but forH55.1,nav50.442,T50.729.
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profiles resemble those for ‘‘plug’’ flows. This results fro
the small values of the theoretical viscosity near the wa
To obtain the correct values of the shear stress near the w
the theoretical strain rates must be very large to compen
for the abnormally low theoretical viscosities near the wa

However, we do not expect the theory or NEMD resu
for h(z) to be accurate very near the walls. There are sev
reasons for this. First, we have poor statistics forn(z) and
other properties within 1s of the walls due to an absence
molecules in these regions. Second, the assumption ma
the theory that the wall atoms are fixed leads to neglec
fluid-wall momentum transfer through motion of the wa
atoms. The NEMD results are also subject to uncerta
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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very near the wall, due to temperature gradients there~see
below!.

Because of these difficulties we give a comparison of
velocity profiles with the theoretical streaming veloci
matched to the corresponding NEMD velocity in the mi
channel. These are shown in part~b! of Figs. 2–4. The cor-
responding strain rates are shown in part~c! of Figs. 2–4.
We see that, except within about 1.0s of the walls, the ve-
locities and strain rates agree well. Thus, for the state po
and channel widths studied here, theory and simulation ag
well in the regions where the theory is expected to be ac
rate. The high apparent level of ‘‘slip’’ predicted by theo
near the walls makes a prediction of the total mass fl
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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FIG. 9. As for Fig. 5, but forH55.1,nav50.522,T50.755.
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across a slit pore by theory rather problematic. Perhaps
easiest way to correct for this difficulty would be to fit th
mid-channel theoretical velocity profile to a parabola, ign
ing the spurious prediction within 1.0s of the walls. One
could correct the theoretical velocity profile by shifting th
fitted parabola so thatux(z)50 at the walls. This procedur
would be quite accurate for the flows studied here. The m
practical difficulty in this procedure would be identifying th
precise location of the places in the fluid whereux(z)50.
The location of these zero velocity planes suffers from
same difficulty as the identification of the volume which
accessible to the fluid.

Comparisons of theory and NEMD for the density a
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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viscosity profiles for each of the systems studied are sho
in Figs. 5–10. The density profiles are in excellent agreem
in each case, indicating that they are little affected by
nonequilibrium state of the flowing system for the conditio
studied here. This in turn shows that we are indeed within
very close to, the linear regime. The viscosities are in go
agreement except near the walls. The main disagreeme
for the region within 1.0s of the walls, where as noted th
theory predicts that the viscosity goes to zero, while
NEMD it remains finite. Both theory and NEMD result
show oscillations in the viscosity near the walls. The the
retically predicted oscillations appear to be larger than th
from NEMD.
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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FIG. 10. As for Fig. 5, but forH55.1,nav50.603,T50.958.
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Although the wall temperature is maintained atT50.722
in the NEMD simulations, the average temperature in
pore is higher than this~see Table I!, raising the question o
the importance of temperature gradients in the pore. T
perature profiles were monitored, and it was found that
temperature was constant over the pore except very clos
the walls, within 0.3–0.5s of the wall. A typical result is
shown in Fig. 11 for a pore of widthH55.1. HereT50.93 in
the pore, and is essentially constant except within about 0s
of the wall, where it falls rapidly to the wall value. It shou
be noted that each wall consists of three layers, andT50.722
is the wall temperature averaged over the three layers, so
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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the temperature in the outermost wall layer may be a li
higher than 0.722.

The NEMD results reported in Figs. 2–11 were for
spring constantK of 160. Some runs were also carried o
for a much higher spring constant ofK51000 to check on
the effect of momentum transfer with the wall. The rms d
placement of the wall atoms was 0.0466s for K51000 and
0.118s for K5160. The density profiles for the two case
were almost identical, with minor differences very near t
walls. The higher spring constant led to higher pore tempe
tures, due to the reduced momentum transfer with the w

It is of interest to know how the viscosities in the inn
No. 11, 15 March 1997
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4695Akhmatskaya et al.: Viscosity inhomogeneity in porous media
pore region compare with those for a bulk fluid of the sa
density and temperature. We therefore carried out sim
tions to determine the bulk viscosities for densities and te
peratures corresponding to the runs for the pores ofH55.1
~differences between bulk and pore viscosities are expe
to be larger for these cases than forH520!. The average
pore densities listed in Table I are based on a pore volum
whichH55.1, and so do not account for the small amount
dead space near the walls. In making the bulk fluid calcu
tions we therefore used an effective average number den
neff , calculated using a slightly smallerH value obtained by
omitting the space near the walls where the local density
effectively zero. For the bulk simulations the standa
Gaussian thermostatted SLLOD algorithm14 was used. The
calculations were carried out for a system of 256 molecu
at a reduced strain rate of 0.15, which was sufficiently sm
to give results very close to the zero strain rate values at
densities studied. After equilibration, the calculations w
run for a million timesteps with a reduced timestep of 0.0

The results of these bulk simulations are compared w
viscosities in the pores in Table II. The pore viscosities
values averaged over the inner part of the pore. The p
viscosities are higher than the corresponding bulk values
expected. For the higher densities ofn50.522 and 0.603, this
increase in viscosity due to confinement is 43% and 50
respectively. The theory is seen to successfully reprod
this increase in each case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The NEMD simulations show that the average viscos
in the pore is greater than that in a bulk liquid at the sa

FIG. 11. Typical temperature profile across the pore,H55.1,nav50.60.

TABLE II. Comparison of viscosities in pores ofH55.1 with bulk viscosi-
ties at the same effective density,neff , and temperature. Uncertainty in th
viscosity values is estimated to be 0.01.

n neff T hbulk

hpore

NEMD Theory

0.442 0.451 0.729 0.35 0.41 0.45
0.522 0.533 0.755 0.47 0.67 0.67
0.603 0.615 0.958 0.70 1.05 1.09
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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temperature and mean density as the pore fluid, by more
50% for the smaller pores and higher densities. The lo
viscosity varies across the pore, showing oscillations as
pore wall is approached; for the smaller pores these osc
tions in viscosity persist across the entire width of the po

The theory of Pozhar and Gubbins is in good agreem
with these viscosity results, except for the region with
about 1.0s of the walls. The theory predicts the increase
mean viscosity in the pore well, and also predicts oscillatio
in local viscosity that are somewhat larger than shown by
NEMD results. The disagreement between theory a
NEMD results very near the wall is believed to arise fro
several factors including:~a! poor statistics near the wall
due to the low density of molecules in this region,~b! neglect
of contributions to the stress tensor from motion of the w
atoms in the theory,~c! the use of Eq.~20! in place of~19!,
and ~d! temperature gradients near the walls in the NEM
simulations.

The interaction potentials used in this work were pure
repulsive. In future work we plan to study the effects
inclusion of attractive fluid–fluid and fluid-wall forces
Fluid-wall attractions, in particular, are likely to have a lar
effect on the results.
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